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Luxury Drains
The difference is in the details
Problem: You create the ultimate shower with elegant tile and luxurious
fittings. But you’re forced to finish the design with a flimsy drain or an
industrial grate. It’s like pairing athletic shoes with an evening gown—the
spell is broken.
Solution: Luxury Drains by California Faucets.
We've created elegant, carefully engineered luxury drain systems that have
no equal. Each of our innovative and patented drains enhance and complete
the look of a beautiful shower. They unify what has been the most
overlooked part of a shower with an aesthetic exclamation point.
Our steadfast focus on innovation has not gone unnoticed. California
Faucets' luxury drains continue to garner international design awards.
So in your next shower creation, remember to accent your design with the
ultimate finishing touch.
Luxury drains by California Faucets. The original.
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STYLEDR AIN®

StyleDrain . The Original.
®

California Faucets was the first company in the United States to
create and introduce luxury shower drains to the American
market. Our creation, StyleDrain®, became the first decorative
shower drain system of its kind.
Made of solid, forged brass, this patented design features 30
custom finishes to match any fitting. With no visible screws, it’s
easy on the eyes and feet. And though cheap imitations are
beginning to appear, StyleDrain remains the original and the best.
Because StyleDrain can accommodate high-volume water flow,
it’s also ideal for multiple-head showers, patios, atriums or
any other wet floor application. Beautiful showers deserve
beautiful drains. It’s as simple as that.
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Products shown:
1 : Neo 9171
2 : Craftsman 9170
3 : Wave 9173
4 : Mission 9172
5 : Deco Swirl 9175
6 : Fleur 9176
7 : Deco Line 9174

FE ATU RE S
• Stylish grid patterns to achieve any look.
• 30 custom finishes to match any fitting.
• Forged, solid brass grid (5 ¼” x 5 ¼”).
• No visible screws so it’s easy on the eyes and feet.
• Square design makes installation easier.
• Compatible with all waterproofing methods.
• Precision tile frame to help ensure level installation and clean grouting.
• Meets or exceeds all standard codes.

Every StyleDrain grid is available in more than 30 decorative
finishes, including 12 ultra-durable PVD finishes, which
comes with a lifetime guarantee against tarnishing.

To view all these beautiful finishes, please visit
www.californiafaucets.com.
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STYLEDR AIN® TILE

StyleDrain Tile
®

The best drain you'll never see

FE ATU RE S

New from the makers of award-winning StyleDrain, a
drain that virtually disappears. Allowing you to lay in any
tile or stone to seamlessly match the rest of the shower,
StyleDrain Tile begs the question: Where'd the drain go?

• Outflow rate of up to10gpm.
• Patented method of attaching inner frame to outer frame guarantees clean
look with no unsightly components visible in drain opening.
• Special grooves in inner frame walls to ensure solid grout installation and
eliminate potential loosening of tiles over time.

To help blend visually with the rest of the shower, the
brass tile frame is available in six finishes, including five
PVD finishes, the most durable choice available today.

• Create “invisible drain” by allowing inlay of tile/stone into drain cover to
match surrounding tile/stone. (Inner frame: 5 3/16” x 5 3/16”)
• All brass tile frame available in 6 decorative finishes, including 5 PVD finishes
to accent the project or to blend the drain into the tile so it “disappears.”

With a wide range of innovative design features,
StyleDrain Tile is a superior shower solution, both visually
and functionally. It's easier to install, compatible with all
waterproofing methods, and designed for level installation
with no sharp edges.

• Frame surface is foot friendly with no sharp edges.
• Cover removal tool and hair strainer included.
• Square design makes installation easier, and is compatible with all
waterproofing methods.
• Precision tile frame to help ensure level installation and clean grouting.
• Meets or exceeds all standard codes.
StyleDrain Tile 9190

FIN I S H E S
Polished Chrome
Blackened (PVD)
Polished Nickel (PVD)
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Stainless Satin Nickel (PVD)
Polished Brass (PVD)
Satin Golden Brass (PVD)
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CER ALINE®

CeraLine

®

The fine line in shower drains

Imagine a shower floor unlike any you’ve seen before…sleek, clean, and
graced by a drain so elegant it becomes a design focal point. Or select a
drain set with tile to exactly match the floor, creating a look so seamless
it’s as if there’s no drain at all.
Winner of far more international design awards than any other channel drain,
and there is a reason for it. CeraLine is offered in three trim styles and six
finishes, five of them PVD, the most durable finish in the world. CeraLine
also features a patented adjustment system that ensures a level and flush
installation every time. No other channel drain offers all these features.
Cover plate trim styles include Metro with it’s graceful profile, and Edge,
featuring a crisp line. There’s also Custom, which allows you to inlay matching
tile or stone, which creates the illusion of water magically disappearing into
the shower floor.

CeraLine Stainless Steel Body 9188
Also available with Stainless Steel Outlet, Dual Outlet, and Custom Sizes

FE ATU RE S
• Stainless steel construction.
• Compatible with all waterproofing methods.
• Patented adjustibility features ensure level installation.
• Trough sloped to prevent standing water.
• Dual outlet version available for high-flow-rate applications.
• Available in multiple lengths from 28" – 56"
(custom lengths up to 79" available by special order).
• Custom

tile frame comes in satin stainless steel to
accent the project, or can be blackened to further
blend the drain into the tile so it “disappears."

Choose from finished metal options or matching tile.

• Meets all standard codes.
• Available in multiple decorative finishes.
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CER ALINE®

CeraLine options
Whether you envision a drain with matching
tile and a barely visible seam, or a sleek,
contemporary metal profile, CeraLine offers
design options like no other.
We offer three stainless steel trim styles.
Metro incorporates gently rounded lines,
while Edge integrates crisp fine lines. Both
versions are available in six decorative
finishes—stainless steel, plus five ultra
durable PVD colors.
In addition, if you prefer to create the illusion
of almost no drain at all, our Custom trim
allows you to inset any tile or stone to match
the rest of the shower. The result? Water
sensuously disappears into a barely visible line
in the floor. To enhance the illusion, we
provide you the option to also blacken the
outer tile frame to further camouflage the
drain. Like StyleDrain Tile, CeraLine Custom
begs the question: Where’d the drain go?

Metro Trim

Edge Trim

Whichever trim style you choose, CeraLine is
sure to achieve your design vision.
Custom Trim

FIN I S H ES
Metro Trim

Stainless Steel

Graphite (PVD)

Lifetime Satin Gold (PVD)

Satin Brass (PVD)
Edge Trim
Mocha Bronze (PVD)

Satin Rose Bronze (PVD)

Custom Trim
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